Friday 12th February
Phonics
1. Recap the sounds and words we have learnt so far with Mrs Clements
below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anmZ6eB6ywc

2. Blending to read yes/no questions. Choose from the chilli challenges below

Appropriate for children reading Pink 1a/b school books
To read the questions, look for the keywords (those in your
teddy books) and circle them. Then draw on the sound
buttons before sounding out and blending the words. The
first question has had the buttons and words done for you
as an example. Adults to say the sounds quickly to help
your child blend the words.
Appropriate for children reading Pink 2/Red school books
To read the questions, look for the keywords (those in your
teddy books) and circle them. Then draw on the sound
buttons before sounding out and blending the words.
Encourage your child to say the sounds quickly to help
blend.
Appropriate for children reading yellow and above school
books
To read the questions, look for the keywords (those in your
teddy books) and circle them. Then draw on the sound
buttons before sounding out and blending the words. You
child should independently say the sounds quickly to help
blend.
Additional challenge- to write your own yes/no question
with a word containing the ‘ur’ sound.
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L.o- To blend simple words to answer yes/ no questions.
Identify the keywords and draw on the sound buttons for the remaining words. Then colour in, or circle the answer

Can a pan get hot?

yes

no

Will a bug sit in a pot?

yes

no

Can a cat mop a pig?

yes

no

Can a pin nap?

yes

no

Is a pup big?

yes

no

Has a hill got a top?

yes

no
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L.o- To blend simple words to answer yes/ no questions with ‘or’ words.
Identify the keywords and draw on the sound buttons for the remaining words. Then colour in, or circle the answer.
When drawing on the sound buttons, remember to look for digraphs.

Will you get wet in a storm?

yes

no

Do you run with a fork?

yes

no

Can you sit in a porch?

yes

no

Can you go for a run?

yes

no

Is a thorn sharp?

yes

no

Do you like to munch on corn?

yes

no
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L.o- To blend ‘or’ words to answer yes/ no questions.
Identify the keywords and draw on the sound buttons for the remaining words. Then colour in, or circle the answer.
When drawing on the sound buttons, remember to look for digraphs. There are some sounds we have not yet learnt for an extra
challenge!

Can a horse gallop?

yes

no

Will a sailor sail a ship?

yes

no

Is it dark in the morning?

yes

no

Is this paper torn?

yes

no

Do you need a torch in the day?

yes

no

Will a hornet sting?

yes

no

Write a question with a yes/no answer on the back. You must use a word
with the ‘or’ sound in your question.

